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I 
Let V -= @“, the complex vector space of dimension n with standard unitary 
inner product. A refection in Y is a linear transformation of Y of finite order with 
exactly n - 1 eigenvalues equal to 1, and an unitmy ye~ec~~on group R on V is a 
group generated by reiIections in V. We say that R is imprimitive if V is the direct 
sum of nontrivial linear subspaces V = VI @ V, @ .*. @ Vt , where each V, 
is invariant under R, and {Vi 1 i = l,..., t} is called a system of imprivitivity 
for R. 
Let I& be the group of all n x II complex permutation matrices, and let 
A(m, p, n) (m, p integers, p dividing m) be the group of diagonal n x ?Z complex 
matrices whose diagonal elements are powers of some (fixed) primitive mth root 
of unity [, and whose determinants are mlpth roots of unity. Then II,, nor- 
malizes A(m, p, n), and G(m, p, n) = A@, p, n) II,, is a semidirect product. In 
[2, pp. l@-111, it is proved that if R is any finite imprimitive unitary reflection 
group with system of imprimitivity (Vi ] i = l,..., tf, then t = rz 2 2, and R is 
isomorphic to G(m, p, n) for some values of m, p. 
G(m, 1, n) is the wreath product C, 2 S, of the cyclic group C, of order m and 
the symmetric group $, on n elements, and has a presentation 
G(m, 1, n) = (ri ,..., r+r , w, ,..., w, 1 r** = (reY$_i_1)3 = (rirj)” = 1, I i - j I > 2, 
wi na = 1, ‘WiWj = WjWi , YsWi = Wi+lYg , YiWj = WjYj , j # i, i + 1). 
(See [5, p. 6161.) 
It is sometimes called the generalized symmetric group because we may 
identify Y( with the transposition (i i + 1) and wj with the mapping (f,), and thus 
G(m, 1, n) is the group permuting the letters (I,..., nj as well as multiplying any 
number of them by some power of 4. Thus, the above relations imply that if 
g E S’, = <ri / i = I,..., n - 1) g I7, , then gwig-l = eugti) , i = l,..., FZ. 
Let C,* be the subgroup of G(m, 1, n) generated by (w, ,..., we}. Then 
Cmn s )(” C,,, 4 G(m, 1, n). If p is any integer dividing m, define Ct,, = 
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{w~w;z . . . w$I c’ 2S-1 ai 3 0 (modp)). It is easy to see that Cg,, G A(m, p, n), 
and that G(m, p, n) g {wr j w E CE,, , Y  E S,} (1 G(m, 1, n). 
The main aim of this paper is to determine the conjugacy classes and irre- 
ducible representations of G(m, p, n) in terms of those of G(m, 1, n). (“Represen- 
tations” will always be taken to mean ordinary representations, that is represen- 
tations with iden@y factor set, unless it is stated to the contrary.) 
The conjugacy classes are dealt with in Section 2. Our main tool for the pro- 
blem of the irreducible representations will be Clifford’s theory of inducing from 
normal subgroups, and the most important results of his work are given in 
Section 3. We will however, quote without proof other results from Clifford’s 
work, and the reader is referred to the original paper [4] for the details. 
In Sections 4 and 5, we apply this theory to the irreducible representations of 
C” m,p , and in Section 6, we look at the casep = 1; in particular at the irreducible 
components of the restriction to G(m, p, n) of the irreducible representations of 
G(m, 1, n). Finally, we apply our work in Section 7 to derive some well-known 
results on the group G(2,2, n), which is isomorphic to the Weyl group of type 
D 9%. 
The symbol 0 will be used throughout to denote the end of a proof. 
2 
Let a E G(m, 1, n). Then u may be expressed (uniquely) aa the product of 
disjoint cycles u = 0, m.0 8, , where 
, b,, E U,..., 4 4, E b, ml. 
When Bi is a cycle of this form, we define diag 0, = @J(~~~J -*- (i:>(,. 
Let f(4) = Xftl 4, , and put f(u) = xi,f(e,). Define u,,(u) to be the 
number of cycles ei of u of length s such thatf@) EE Y  (mod m) for 1 Q Y  < m, 
1 < s < n. The m x n matrix (a,,(u)) is called the type Ty(u) of u. 
LEMMA 1. U, U, G G(m, 1, n) are coniugate in G(m, 1, n) ;f  and on& ;f Ty(u) = 
TY (4 
Proof. See [7, p. 441. 0 
LEMMA 2. Let U = 6, -.- 0, E G(m, 1, n) be us abowe. There exists 7 E G(m, 1, n) 
such that 
TCGbn.l.n)(a)T-l = CGh.l.n) (TUT-~) = 
1 
fi (A?ir-l)a* (diag r&,-1)b1 + 1 ui , b( E Z? 
i-1 
where 4 permutes the sets of symbols in cycles of ru+ of similar type as they stand. 
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Proof. See [7, p. 551. [7 
LEMMA 3. Let u = 8, *** 8, E G(m, 1, n) be us &owe, and let v E CG(~,l,n)(u). 
Thenf(v) E C:-, (uJ(fl,) + b,Z,)(mod m), for some ai , bi E h. 
Proof. v E Cc(m,P,.rz)(a) if and only if 7217-l E CG(m,l,n)(~u~-l), where 
r E G(m, 1, n) is the element defined in Lemma 2. Thusf(v) =f(7y+(mod m) = 
C:, (qf(~Q-~) + biZi) (mod 112) for some ai , bi E h (since f(4) = 
0) = C:-, (uif(4) + Ut)(mod m>. 0 
THEOREM 1. Let p be any integer diwiding m, and let u = 0, *.* et E G(m, 1, n) 
be as &owe. Put d(o) = (f(&) ,..., f(&), ZI ,..., Z, , p), where (,...,) denotes H.C.F. 
Then f(v) = s (modp) has a solution with v E Cc(m,l,n)(u) if and om’y if d(u) 
divides s. 
Proof. The proof depends on a well-known result from number theory which 
states that u&l,) + **. + at f (0,) + b,Z, + ... + b,Zt z s (mod p) has a solution 
with a, , bi E Z if and only if d(u) divides s (see [9, p. 531). 
Let vEC G(m.l.&). Then by Lemma 3, f(v) = Xi, (+f (&) + kZJ(modp), 
for some ui , ZJ, E Z, and thus d(u) divides f (v). 
Conversely, if d(u) divides s, choose ui , bi E H such that Cl-, (ui f (0,) + b,Z,) SE 
s (mod p), and let v = nf, B,a*(diag Qb* E Cc(m,l,s)(~). 0 
G(m, p, n) = (u E G(m, 1, n)l f (u) = O(modp)} 4 G(m, 1, n). Before applying 
these results to determine the conjugacy classes of G(m, p, n), we quote without 
proof, a well-known lemma on conjugates in normal subgroups. 
LEMMA 4. Let H 4 G, u E H, p E G. pup-l wH u ifund only ifp&(u)n H #+. 
(-If means “is conjugute in H to”.) 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 E G(m, p, n), p, 7 E G(m, 1, n). Then 
(9 PUP-l -GhD,.n) a if and onZy iff (p) = 0 (mod d(u)), 
tii) pup-’ NG(m.D,n) Tm--l if und only if f (p) s f (r)(mod d(u)). 
Proof. (i) We show that PCG(~.~,~)(U) n G(m,p, n) # 4 if and only if 
f(p) = 0 (mod d(u)), and then apply Lemma 4. 
Assumef (p) = d( ) f Y u or some Y E Z. By Theorem 1, there exists v E CG(m,l,n)(~) 
such that f(v) z --rd(u)(mod p), and thus f (pv) E 0 (modp), which implies 
that PV E pCc(,,l,n)(~) A G(w P, 4. 
conversely, let v E cG(m,l,n) (u) be such that pv E G(m, p, n). Then f (pv) E 0 
(mod p) and f(v) = rd(u)(mod p) f or some Y E iz by Theorem 1. Thus f(p) = 
--Id(u) (modp), and hence d(u) dividesf(p). 
(ii) now follows immediately from (i). 0 
Our main result comes as a simple corollary to this theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Denote the conjugacy class of G(m, 1, n) containing u by 
C~k,(~.~.,du). Then if u E G(m, P, 4, Ccl o ,,,,,,(a) splits into the union of d(u) con- ( 
jugacy cZasses in G(m, p, n) with representative elements &up;’ j i = O,..., d(u)- I>, 
where pi = ($,.) = wll for i = 0 ,..., d(u) - 1. 
3 
At this stage, we give a brief resume of the main results of Clifford’s paper on 
inducing representations from normal subgroups. Full details may be found 
in [4]. 
Let H Q G, and let T be an irreducible representation of H. For x E H, 
g E G, we define Tg(x) = T(gx) = T( gxg-r). Then TQ is an irreducible represen- 
tation of H. 
DEFINITION 1. Two irreducible representations T, S of H are G-conjugate if 
and only if there exists some g E G such that Tg N S. (N denotes equivalence of 
representations.) Let I(T) = { g E G 1 Tg N T}. Then H Q I(T), and I( T)/H = 
F(T) say, For each g E I(T), there exists 5?(g) such that 
(i) F(X) = T(x) for all x E H, 
(ii) Tg(x) = T(g) T(x) p( g)-l for allg E I(T), x E H, 
64 Rid %‘) = 4 gp 6) p(gg’) f or all g, g’ E I(T), where a: I(T) x 
I(T) + @ satisfies +g, x’g’) = a( g, g’) for all X, x’ E H, g, g’ E I(T). T is a 
projective representation of I(T) with factor set 01, and is called the extension 
of T to I(T). 
THEOREM 4 (Clifford). (i) Let T be an irreducible representation of H, and i’ 
the extension of T to I(T). If T h as ac or set 01, and P is any irreducible projective f  t 
representation of F( T) with factor set a+, then T @ P (0 = tensor product) is an 
irreducible representation of I(T), where P( g) = P(Hg) for all g E I(T). Further, sf 
( ) t G denotes the representation induced in G, then (PO P) t G is an irreducible 
representation of G. 
(ii) ForjixedT,{(T@P)fGIP is an irreducible projective representation 
of F( T) with factor set CC’} is called a set of H-associate representations of G, and if 
T runs through a set of representative elements from each class of G-conjugate 
representations of H, the union of the corresponding sets of H-associate representa- 
tions of G is a full set of inequivalent irreducible representations of G. 
(iii) If S is another irreducible representation of H, and Q an irreducible 
projective representation of F(S) with appropriate factor set, then (r4’@ P t G N 
(S @ Q) t G if and only if th ere exists g E G such that (a) S N Tg, and (b) 
Q ‘v PO as representation S of F(S). 
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We first apply these results to the case where H = CzBp, and G = G(m, p, z) = 
C&S, (semidirect product). The irreducible representations of Cz,, are all 
one-dimensioal, and to emphasize this, we will denote them by &>. If x is such a 
representation, and F,(x) = {g E S’, / xg = x}; then Ifx) = C~,~~(x) (semi- 
direct product), and thusF(x) = 1(x)/C& z F,(x). 
In this case, f is easily constructed by defining i(wg) = x(w) for all w E Cz,, . 
g EF,(x). Then $(wgw’g’) = ,$(wgw’gg’) = x(w!Jw’) = x(w) ~(Qw’) = x(w) x(w’) 
(since g EF,(x)), = g&g) %w’g’>, and thus z is an ordinary representation of 
f(x) with identity factor set. 
In the next two paragraphs, we shall consider the structure of F,(x), and 
determine its irreducible representations. 
4 
Let x = xl -** xn., $ = #1 **m & be irreducible representations of C,%. We say 
x .- + if and only if 
(i) @&’ = j$&’ for all i, j = I,..., n, and 
(ii) (f$$;“)P = 1 for i = 1 ,..., n, where zS = x(w,) = xi(wi) for i = I,..., 11. 
LEMMA 5. - is an equivaimce relation on the set of irreducible represtrntatims 
of Gk,, F and the eq~~~l~e classes E,( ) mrrespmd to repres~tati~~ of Cm* 
which give the same representation of Czs, . 
Proof. It is trivial to prove that N is an equivalence relation. Cg,, is generated 
by (wiw;‘, wjp / i,j = l,..., n), and thus x and # are identical on CE., if and only 
if 
(i) x(w$w;“) = #(wiw;‘) for all i, j = I,..., n, and 
(ii) x(wSP) = awed) for all i = l,.,., n, which is precisely the condition for 
x and 1,4 to be equivalent under -. [II 
Thus the irreducible representations of Ck>, may be derived by restricting to 
Cn m,, one irreducible representation of C,% from each EN( ). 
Let x = x1 ... X~ be an irreducible representation of C,,,*, and Iet g E S, . 
We want to know when xg = x as representations of Cz,, . This will be so if and 
only if 
(i) xg(wiw;‘) = x(w,w;‘) for a11 i, j = I,..., n, and 
(ii) xQ(wiP) = x(wi”) for all i = l,..., II, that is if and only if 
(i) Racy@ = gscj,~;‘, and 
(ii) (&f5bR;‘)” = 1 for all i,j = I ,..., ft. 
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Let g, g’ EF~(x). Then there exist 6, , B B 1 E C, (the group of pth roots of 1) 
such that ~Q~,R;’ L=: 0, , xg,uj~;’ = 0,, for all i = I,..., 71. Thus R+(~) L-Z 
BBzs,igl(i) = @,8,*j& , and hence @,,t = S&‘#p for all g, g’ E F,(x). 
Let E’,(x) = ig ~F,(x)l% = l>+ Then FAxI u F,(x), and Felt* GA 
Oh) = (0, 1 g EF~(x)} < C, . At this point, it is useful to introduce a charac- 
terization of the grouppa( 
DEFINITION 2. Let x = x1 * s. xn be an irreducible representation of Can, and 
let Yi = {j / Rj = p}, for i = l,..., m. (It is of course possible that 8, = lil for 
some i.) We say that x is of trpe [tr ,..., t,J if t, = 1 9’$ 1, d = l,..., m, and we will 
write Yi = {qr ,..., n,,J. 
From this definition, we see that if x is of type It1 ,..., t,], then F*(x) = 
S(1) x S(2) x ..* x S(m), where S(i) is the (symmetric) group permuting the 
t, indices M6. Clearly F@(X) is independent of p, and we will merely write 
ex>* 
LEMMA 6. Let k E {l,..., m}. There exists g EF&) such that 0, = 5” ;f and 
only if 
(i) q divides k, where q = m/p, and 
(ii) t( = tz, i = I,..., m, where? denotes the residue of j (mod m). 
Proof. Assume there exists g E F,(x) such that 8, = p. Then I = @,p = f**l 
and thus q divides k. Let j E @i . Then 2, = p, and g,,u) = ,$&iii = ek+i, and 
thus g( j) E 9~ . Hence g(9J = 9’~ , and ti = tFd , z’ = l,..., m. 
ConverseIy, assume q divides k and t+ = tsk for i = I,..., m. Define h E S, 
by h(lei,) = n~,)~ forj = l,,.., t, , i = I,..., m. Then znq = zstGr, = e+k = 
t%<, 9 and hence )7h(I) = 5’“~~ for all i = l,,.,, n. Put 6, = [k. Then fhcn = f&x, , 
i = l,..., 72, and as (I divides k, e,p = 1. Thus h E F,(x). 0 
THEOREM 5. Let k be the least positiwe integer such that 
(i) q diwides k, and 
(ii) ti = t,+ic for all i = I,..., m, and let h be defined as in Lemma 6 for this 
value of k. Thm 3, generates @lx). Further, k divides m, and thus, F,(x) = 
ufzF(x) hi, where I = m/k. 
Proof. If g EF&), write 6, = pr, 1 < a, < m. Since @k) is cychc, it is 
generated by 8, when a, ties least positive value, and hence by Lemma 6, when 
a, is the least positive integer such that q divides a, , and ti = ti+a for all i = 
1 ,*-*, m. Thus e(x) is generated by 8, . 
* 
Let m = ak + b, where a is a positive integer, and 0 < b < k. Then t;Si; = 
‘p+m--slr = ti for all i = I,..., m, and by the minima&y of k, b = 0. Thus k 
divides m and f G(x)] = m/k = Z, which gives the result. 
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Henceforth, h will always denote the element of F,(x) defined in this way. 
We now turn our attention to deriving the conjugates of a given represen- 
tation X. 
THEOREM 6. Let x, $ be irreducible representations of Cm”. x J. CE,, and (CI 4 C& 
are G(m, p, n)-conjugate representations if and only if there exists p E E,(#) such 
that type p = type x. (& denotes restriction.) 
Proof. Assume that x 4 C&and + 4 Cz,, are G(m, p, @)-conjugate represen- 
tations. Then there exists g E S+, such that $ = XV on C’E,, , and thus xg E EN($) 
is such that type xg = type x. On the other hand, if there exists some p E EN($) 
such that type fi = type X, we may choose g E S, such that x@ = p as represen- 
tations of Cmn, andthusx $C&and$ JC& are G(m, p, n)-conjugate represen- 
tations. 
5 
We are now faced with the problem of determining the irreducible represen- 
tations of F,(x). Our method will be another application of Clifford’s theory, and 
we will use the notation already developed without further reference. Thus 
F*(x) = &P&) h’, whereF(x) = S(1) x 1.. x S(m), and h E S, is defined by 
h(nij) = n(i+K)j for j = l,..., ti , i = I ,..., m. 
If x E S(i), h’xh-’ E S(i + rk), and the map (hr)*: S(i) -+ S(i + rk) given by 
((hr)* (x) =h’~ = h’xh-r is an isomorphism. Thus any x E&) may be written 
(uniquely) as the product x = xr,xa .** x~,~x~,*x~ ... %,I . .* a’-‘~1 n’-’ 
ai--1 
xk 1-1 ,where X~,E S(i), (and hen& 
x2 ..* 
a’x1r E S(i’+ rk)) for i d-i,..., K, 
1-l 
T= 
0 ,..., E - 1. Similarly, if {I?$, 1 j = l,..., ai> is a full set of inequivalent irreducible 
representations of S(i), i = l,..., k, then a full set of inequivalent irreducible 
representations of S(i + rk), Y = 0 ,..., 2 - 1 is given by CT;-’ 1 j = i,..., Q>, 
where Tt,-r(h’z’Xrl) = T,,(xQ Thus we have proved: 3 
THEOREM 7. Let x EF(x) be as above. A full set of inequivalent irreducible 
representations of F(x) is given by 
where I’$, E { Ts, 1 j = l,..., as}, i = l,..., k, r = 0 ,..., 1 - 1. When P is of this 
form, we write P = (P,, / i = l,..., k, r = 0 ,..., 1 - l), or simpZy P = (Pi+). 
LEMMA 7. Let P = (I’(,) b e an irreducible representation of F(x). Then Pab N P 
(as repres~tatio~ of F(g)) if and on& if Pa, = Pi,T for all i = l,..., k, r = 0 ,..., 
1 - 1, whe-reJ denotes the residue of j (mod E). 
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Proof. Let x be the character of P, and xi, the character of Pi, . Then xhb = x 
implies that x~~(~‘x~,) = ~#‘q~) for all x r E S(i), i = l,..., K, Y = 0 ,..., 1 - 1. 
In other words, xi,-(q,) = xi,.(xi,) f  or all xi, E S(i), which means that ,yi,c;, = xi 
for all i = I ,..., k, Y == 0 ,..., 1 - 1. However, since {“‘xi, 1 xi, E S(i), i = l,..., kr 
Y = o,..., I - l} generates P(x), we see that this condition is sufficient to imply 
that x~*(x) = x(x) for all x EF(x), and hence that Ph* rv P. q 
The following two results now come as simple corollaries to this lemma. 
THEOREM 8. Two irreducible representations P = (P,,) and Q = (Qi,) of 
fr(x) are FJx)-conjugate if and only if there exists some integer s such that P’, = 
Qivz for all i = l,..., k, Y = 0 ,..., 1 - 1. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 7. 0 
THEOREM 9. Let P = (P,,) be an irreducible representation of F(X), and let b 
be the least positive integer such that Pi, = Pir;rb for all i = 1 ,..., k, Y = 0 ,..., 1 - 1. 
Then b divides 1 and I(P) = {x E F,(x)/ P” = P> = U~~~F(x) hbj, zchere c = Z/b. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 7, arguing as in the proof of 
Theorem 5. 0 
We now determine the extension P to I(P) of the representation P = (P,,) of 
F(X). (We use the notation P to prevent any confusion with the work of Section 4.) 
Let x = x10x20 ... xk ... h’-‘*I,_,h’-‘*2 1.. hz-l~k I-, ’ and let b be as in 
’ 
1-l 
Theorem 9. Then 
and 
since Pz, = P.- for all i = l,..., k, r = 0 ,..., I - I. 
Let t = &=~*$.~~ (deg Pi ), and let E,, be the t x t matrix with 1 in the 
rsth position, and zero elsewher:. Put M = C” al.. . ..ac=&laz 0 Ea2a3 0 . ‘. 0 Eocal - 
Then using the fact that E,,E,, = 6,,E,, , we may easily prove: 
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LEMMA 8. (i) MS = Zf+...,,, J%~,~+~ 0 J%,,~+, 0 ..* 0 EaEa,+, , for s = 
0, 1, 2 . . . . where s is the residue of s(mod c). - - 
- 
(ii) MC is the identity matrix. 
(iii) M(AOIO...OI)M-l=IOAOIO...0~ 
M(I@A@I@...@I)M-l =I@I@A@I@,..@I 
for any t X t matrix A, 
M(IO...OIOA)M-l=AOIO...OI 
e copies c copies 
where I is the identity t x t matrix. 
Put &hb8) = M”, s = O,..., c - 1, and P (xhbs) = P(x) M”, x E&). Then 
Lemma 8 implies that P(g) P(x) P(g)-’ = PO(x) for all x Ed, g E I(P), and 
that P is an ordinary representation of I(P) with identity factor set. Since 
F,(X)/&) is a cyclic group, the application of Clifford’s theory becomes especially 
simple, and we have the following result. 
LEMMA 9. Let 5 be a primitive lth root of 1. We define 
P,,+(xhi) = ,tj(p ~F&x))(x) for all x E&), i = l,..., 1. 
Then {P(tj, 1 j = I,..., c} is a full set of inequivalent irreducible representations of 
Fp(x) which are&)-associate to 13 f  FJx). 
Proof. See [4, pp. 547-5481. 0 
Thus, by letting P run through a set of representative elements of the F,(x)- 
conjugate representations of F(x) (which we know by Theorem 8), we get a full 
set of inequivalent irreducible representations of F,(x) (see Theorem 4 (ii)). 
6 
Applying the results of Section 5 to the case p = 1, we get the following 
result, which is proved in [7, pp. 89-951. 
LEMMA 10. Let x and II, be irreducible representations of Cmn. Then 
(9 C(x) = F(x), 
(ii) x and 4 are G(m, 1, n)-conjugate if and only if type x = type #. 
Proof. Sincep = 1, q = m; and thus K = m by Theorem 5, which proves (i). 
The fact that two irreducible representations of Cmn are G(m, 1, n)-conjugate if 
and only if they have the same type follows from Theorem 6 and the fact that in 
this case, E,(X) = {x} for all irreducible representations x of CmU. 
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This result now leads us naturally to our main consideration: What are the 
irreducible components of the restriction to G(m, p, rz) of a given irreducible 
representation of G(m, 1, n), where p is any integer dividing m ? Before giving a 
solution to this problem, we prove some useful lemmas. 
LEMMA 11. Let p divide m, and let x be an irreducible representation of CwLn. 
Denote the extension of x to Cz,,F,(x) by 2, and the extension of x to C,,,n&) by 
x’. If P is an irreducible representation of F(x) with character A, let X be the character 
of the representation P of C,*&). Then 
0) x’ = 2 on CZ.Pp(x) n Cm”F(x> = C&F(x), 
(4 (lx’9 t Gh 1, 4) 4 Gh P, 4 = (W 4 G7kF(xN t C?kP~(xN) t 
G(m, P, n). 
Proof. (i) follows from the definitions of x’ and 2. 
09 ((~‘4 4 Gh 1, 4) 4 G(m, P, 4 = ((x’x) i G,,?<x>> t G(m, p, 4 
by Mackey’s subgroup theorem, see [3, p. 221, 
= (6 J CLJ(x>P 4 CLAN t Gh P, 4 by (9, 
= K&i GLF(x>)(~ 4 Gi.,~(x>)> t G.,F,(x)) t G(m, P, 4, 
= ($((A J C,&&)) r CG,,F,,(x))) t G(m, p, n) since2 is a character of C&F&). 
LEMMA 12. Let {P,,r, 1 i = l,..., c} be the irreducible representations of F,(x) 
described in Lemma 9, and let &(i, be the character of the representation p,ci, of 
CE,,F,(x) defined by &(wr) = P,&r) for all w E Cz,, , r EF,(x), i = I,..., c. 
The-n 0 4 GL%Y>> t ‘Z,rFz4x> = I%, &,c’) . 
Proof. Let w E CG+, , r E F,(x). Then 
((A 4 G.,~(x>) t ‘ZwF,(xW~) 
- , c; ;F(x), c X(ylyrl-l) 
Wl E c 2. p , rl E Fp(x) such that (wlrl)(w~)(wlW E CZ, $(7(x) 
rr E F,(x) such that rlrrImlE F(x) 
= (A tFAXw)* 
Now X is an irreducible component of the restriction to F(x) of some irre- 
ducible character v of F,(x) if and only if Y is a.n&+asociate of (A t F,(x)), where 
x is the character of the representation P of I(P) defined in Section 5, and in this 
case, h always appears with multiplicity 1 (see [4, p. 5471). Thus by the Frobenius 
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reciprocity theorem, the irreducible components of (h T F,(x)) are precisely the 
&)-associates of (X 1 F,(x)), each appearing once and once only. The result now 
follows by Lemma 9. 0 
The above two lemmas lead to our main theorem, which is enunciated in 
terms of representations. 
THEOREM 10. Let the notation be as in Lemmas 11 and 12 above. Then 
(i) The irreducible components of ((x’ @ P) j’ G(m, I, n)) $ G(m, p, n) are 
((x @S!,,,J t G(m,p, n)l i = l,..., E], where each carat appe~s with 
multiplicity I. Thus in particufur, ((x’ @ P) t G(m, 1, n)) 4 G(m, p, n) is irreducibZe 
;f and only ifI = F(X). 
(ii) If 4 is another irreducible representation of C,nn, and Q an irreducible 
representation of Ei(#), then 
((x’ 0 PI t Gh 1 I 4) & G(m, P, 4 = W’ 0 Q) t G(m, 1, u>) 4 G(m, P, 4 
if and only if there exists g E S,, such that 
(a) 3 = xg as representations of CE,, , that is Z/I J Cg,, and x J. Cz,, are 
G(m, p, n)-cmjugate, and 
(b) Q TZ! Pe as r~yes~tatio~ of p(#), where P@(x) = P( gxg-1) for all 
x EF(#)* 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemmas 11 and 12. To prove (ii), we use a result of 
Karkar and Green ([6, p. 1321) which implies that (ii) holds if and only if there 
exists a one-dimensional representation n of G(m, 1, n) which is the identity on 
G(m,p, n), and is such that (x’ BP) r G(m, 1, n) N ((#’ @ Q) t G(m, 1, n))q. 
Assume such an 77 exists. 
Let Tt be the restriction of 7 to C,*. Then vt = (T+)~(T~)~ 1.0 (%),, satisfies 
(Tt)< = .P (a E {l,..., p}) for all i = l,..., n. (in the notation of Lemma 5). Thus 
F(T+# = h,4, and lb’(s 4 Cmn~txN = Ch+)‘. 
Now (64 0 Ql t 4m, 1, 4h N W’ 0 Q)(q 4 C~~~(x)~) t G(m, 1,s) (since 
9 is a character of G(m, 1, a)), and thus (ii) holds if and only if there exists an f 
satisfying the above, such that (x’ @ P) t G(m, 1, n) N ((I&J+)’ @ Q) t G(m, 1, n). 
By Theorem 4(iii) this is true if and only if there exists such an r], and g E S, 
such that 
(a) ~(IT+ = x8 (as representations of C&a), and 
(b) 8 N Pg. 
However, it is clear that (a) holds if and only if 4 = xg on Cz,, , which proves 
the result. 
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We now apply these results to the groups G(2, I, n) and G(2,2, n), which 
are respectively isomorphic to the Weyl groups of types B, and D, (see [2, 
P. w 
We shall use the notation developed above. 
DEFINITION 3. Let 0 be a cycle in G(2, 1, n). We say that 0 is positive if 
f(4 is even , and negative iff(0) is odd. 
THEOREM 11. Let u = 0, -.. 8, E G(2,2, n). Then CCZ~(~,~,~)(U) forms a 
complete conjugacy class in G(2,2, n), except in the case where all Bi are positive and 
of even length, when it is the union of two conjugacy classes in G(2,2, n) which have 
representative elements u and pup-l, where p = (II). 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that d(u) = (f (B,),..., 
f  (et), 4 ,...I I,, 2) = 1 except when all Bi are positive and of even length, when 
d(a) = 2. See [l, p. 261 f or an alternative derivation of this result. q 
The irreducible representations of G(2,2, n) are also easily determined. 
LEMMA 13. Let x = x1 **‘xn and # = $bl ... $, be irreducible representations 
of C,n of type [tl , t,] and [tl’, tr’], respectively. Then 
(i) x and # are G(2,2, n)-conjugate representations of C& if and only if 
either t, = t,’ and t, = t,’ or t, = t,’ and t, = t,‘. 
t =‘,i? ,“d yt?t 
are G(2, 1, n)-conjugate representations of C,* if and only if 
, 
1 1 2 2' 
Proof. (i) Define a representation x* of C2” by setting (zi = --ai for 
i = l,..., n. Then type x* = [t2, r , t ] and as E-(X) = (x, x*}, the result follows 
from Lemma 5. (ii) follows immediately from Lemma 10. 0 
Let iE(l,..., n}. Define a representation ~1~) = x:i) *** xc) of C,m by setting - 
#)=lifj~{l,..., i),andX:i’=-lifj~{i+ l,..., n}.Then&(i))=S~l ...., if x 
Sk+1 ,...,n) , where So denotes the symmetric group on the set Q. Further, it is 
easy to see from Lemma 13(ii) that (x(“) ) i = l,..., n> is a full set of representative 
elements from each class of G(2, 1, n)-conjugate representations of C2n. 
Let 71 be odd. Then it is also easy to see from Lemma 13(i) that {xo) I i = 
1 ,***> &(n + 1)) is a full set of representative elements from each class of G(2,2,n)- 
conjugate representations of C.J, . Further, since n is odd, k must =2, and thus 
J72(x(i)) = jT(&Ji)), i = 1 ,..., &(n + 1). Hence, the irreducible representations 
of F,(,$“)) are {P = (PIOP2,)}, where PI, and P2, are irreducible representations of 
%,..A and SI~+~.. . ,=I respectively, i = l,..., $(n + 1). 
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‘I&mm 12. Let n be odd, and let P be an irreducible representation of&$“)) 
and Q an irreducible representation of F(xcn), where i < j E {I ,..., n}. Then 
(i) ((~(6)’ @P) t G(2, 1, n)) 4 G(2,2, n) is irreducible, and 
(ii) ((x@) 0 P) t (3% 1, 8)) 4 G(2, 2, 8) * ((x(j)’ 0 Q) t G(2, 1, 4) 4 
G(2,2, n) if and only ifj --I n - i; and P@ N Q, where 
i i+l i+2 
g=(j:lj;2 ‘*qn l 2 -.;. ) 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Theorem 10, and (ii) from Theorem 10 
and Lemma 13(i). It is easy to check that the conditions of Theorem lO(ii) hold 
in this case when g is of the above form. C 
Let n be even. In this case, Lemma 13(i) implies that (x(“) / i = l,..., fr n> is a 
full set of representative elements from each class of G(2, 2, n)-conjugate 
representations of C& . 
THEOREM 13. Let n be even. Then 
(i) If i # + II, Fz(x(i)) = && and if P = (PIOPz,> is an irreducible 
~e~~esentatio~ of~{x(~)) (here k = 2), then 
(a) ((x(*)’ 0 P) t G(2, 1, n)) 4 G(2,2, n) is irreducible, and 
(b) I f  j > i, and Q is an irreducible representation of &x(~)), then 
((x(~)’ 0 PI t G(2, h4) j. GC42, 4 fz! ((x(j)’ 0 Q) t G(2, 1, 4 4 G(2,2,n) 
if and only if j = n - 1 and P@ N Q, where g is dejned as i7a Theorem 12(ii). 
(ii) Let P = (Pl,Pl,) be an irreducible representation of F(x(112Jn)) (here 
k = I). 
Then (a) I f  Pl, # Pr, , I(P) =ff(x(o12)@) and thus((x((1/2)~)’ @ P)tG(2,l,n)) 4 
G(2,2, n) is irreducible, and 
(b) I f  Pie = PI, , I(P) =F,(x((~/~)~)) = &((1/2)7a)) w &((1/2)n)) h, where 
h = (IQ n + 1)(2$ n + 2) *** (4 WZ), and 
(X((lj2)fi)’ @ P) t G(2, 1, n)) J G(2, 2, n) ci (@=,” P(l) x’“;i;;;; ; PtV1,). 
Proof. The proof follows along similar lines to the proof of Theorem 12, and 
is omitted. q 
See [8, pp. 259-2641 for alternative proofs of Theorems 12 and 13. 
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